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MIGRATION AND MINORITIES
According to the UN Population Division, some 175m
people, or roughly 3% of the world’s population, are
migrants who have lived outside their countries of birth
or citizenship for a year or more. This number roughly
doubled between 1975 and 2000. The definition of a
‘minority’ in international law is, however, much more
nebulous. We selected the combined theme of ‘Migra-
tion and Minorities’ for this issue of Development and
Transition because the importance of migration and
minority questions has grown significantly during the
last 15 years in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union, and also because of the way policies on both
subjects increasingly intersect in a number of critically
important areas – economic development, labour mar-
kets, security and human rights, to name a few. 

In the countries of the Commonwealth of Independent
States, Southeast Europe, and the new member states of
the European Union the transition from communism
has created particular policy dilemmas in these areas.
The articles in this issue include comparative cross coun-
try studies of migration and case studies of policies of
states and international organisations, and of particular
minority groups such as the Roma and Russophones in
the Baltic states. The issue analyses data on migration
trends, and challenges common assumptions about  the
nature of human trafficking, the role of migrant remit-
tances in development, and the impact of visa regimes.

Among other things, this issue suggests that the EU’s
southeastern expansion need not result in significant
inflows of migrants—and to the extent it does, these
inflows are beneficial for the EU itself. The articles on
minority issues are implicitly also concerned with the
behaviour of the ‘majority’ communities who generally
exercise political and economic power and determine
whether policy towards minorities and migrants will be
liberal or illiberal. 

This issue underscores the migration and social policy
dilemmas facing the EU as it comes to terms with its new
members and new neighbours to the east and south.
The new members and new neighbours can supply
workers who can pay the taxes needed to keep welfare
states solvent, and whose remittance incomes sent
home extend the vision of European prosperity across
the Schengen divide. A core Europe that is implement-
ing the Lisbon strategy for competitiveness and social
protection should look favourably upon a new Europe
that can provide skilled labour at competitive wages
while still discharging the responsibilities of the single
market. By the same token, the new EU member states
and candidate countries face the challenges of ensuring
that their borders protect the EU from organised crime
and other scourges of globalisation. These challenges of
European integration may prove to be the most endur-
ing.

James Hughes, Kalman Mizsei, Ben Slay
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MMiinnoorriittiieess aanndd
MMiiggrraannttss:: AAnn IIssssuuee ooff
SSeeccuurriittyy oorr RRiigghhttss??

Gwendolyn Sasse

Issues relating to minorities and migrants are an increas-
ingly important aspect of domestic and international
policy-making. During post-communist transitions
ethno-national conflicts have caused migrations, both
through the displacement of minorities internally and
by a significant outflow of refugees seeking asylum in
other countries. It is less clear how far the economic
depressions of transition have contributed to migration,
though transitional restrictions on labour mobility have
been imposed in many EU-15 states for persons from
the ‘new’ Member States that joined in May 2004. In any
event, the most mobile part of the populations have
already migrated, making estimates about future out-
flows after EU accession far too high. The uncertainties
arising from this dynamic situation have fed into the
political debates over social cohesion, integration and
fears of ‘terrorism’ that are the undercurrents of policy-
making on security, migration and asylum flows in
Europe. 

The policy debate is marked by an absence of clear def-
initions for ‘migrants’ and ‘minorities’. The terms ‘old’
and ‘new’ minorities illustrate this problem. ‘Old’ minori-
ties are described as ‘historical’, ‘autochthonous’ (i.e
indigenous) or ‘traditional’. The distinction between
‘old’ and ‘new’ suggests a clear dividing line based on
the temporal duration of settlement. In fact, there is a
considerable grey area in between the two categories:
how long does a recently arrived immigrant have to
reside in a polity to be considered a member of the ‘old’
group? The distinction is important because the con-
cepts of ‘old’ and ‘new’ are the basis of a hierarchy of sta-
tus and determine the allocation of rights.

In the context of newly independent states, especially
those emerging from the rubble of the socialist era fed-
erations, singling out ‘old’ and ‘new’ becomes particu-
larly problematic and is a highly subjective politicised
process. Slovenia, for example, concedes the status of
‘autochthonous minorities’ to the Italians and Hungari-

ans (and the Roma in some districts), while the more
numerous Croats, Serbs and Bosnian muslims are treat-
ed as ‘new’ minorities. Estonia and Latvia have imposed
restrictions on citizenship for their Russophone popula-
tions, the majority of whom are Soviet era migrants, and
treat them as ‘new’ rather than ‘old’ minorities. In this
way, access to political and civil rights is controlled, and
in some cases denied.

One can usefully distinguish between economic
migrants (legal and illegal), forced migrants (refugees,
asylum-seekers) and family migrants. As for minorities, a
wider range of classification is necessary: national
minorities (based on ethnic, religious or linguistic char-
acteristics), political minorities (politically organised
groups distinct from the political majority but not nec-
essarily based on ethnic criteria) and social minorities
(socially disadvantaged groups). These categories of
‘migrants’ and ‘minorities’ are not mutually exclusive. A
group like the Roma, for example, straddles the different
categories and is territorially dispersed across many
countries, making it difficult to devise policies based on
the conventional classifications.

Both immigrant populations and national minorities
tend to be geographically concentrated, and new immi-
grants often experience similar integration problems as
the members of ‘old’ minorities. These problems can
become the cause of new migrations. Migration is
shaped primarily by access to territory and basic funda-
mental rights, while minority protection and minority
rights are essentially concerned with the preservation of
cultural differences and participation in a polity. Minori-
ty and migration policies jointly intersect with several
key policy areas, such as employment, welfare and social
policy, and foreign affairs. So far policy-makers and
researchers have treated the two issue areas rather sep-
arately, although an integrated analysis would benefit
our understanding of the challenges involved and make
for a more coherent policy approach. 

Policy debates, for example in the EU and OSCE, about
migrants and minorities are characterised by a tension
between security and rights-based approaches. A secu-
rity-based approach focuses on the control of migration
and minorities; a rights-based approach concentrates
on the inclusion and participation of migrants and
minorities. Rather than presenting the two approaches
as alternatives, policy thinking on minorities and
migrants can be usefully reframed in terms of a ‘securi-
ty-rights-nexus’. It is the link between security and rights
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that matters. Arguably, the security dimension of minor-
ity and migration issues is best addressed through
rights-based policies. 

Finally, the term ‘integration’ itself is not unproblematic.
Integration policies are often packaged as being norma-
tively sound, however, they can involve elements of
control, and they can conveniently shift the burden of
cohesion to the immigrants and minority groups. Differ-
ent types of integration require different sets of rights,
ranging from social and economic rights to cultural and

political rights. Ultimately, a meaningful use of the term
‘integration’ addresses both security concerns and
rights. Securitization and securing rights are two sides of
the same coin.

Dr.  Gwendolyn Sasse is a Lecturer in Comparative European
Politics in the European Institute and Department of Govern-
ment at LSE

For a more detailed version of the argument presented here see the introduction and
article by the author in the Special Issue of the Journal of Common Market Studies
(November 2005, Vol. 43, No. 4) on 'Migrants and Minorities in Europe'.

HHuummaann TTrraaffffiicckkiinngg iinn
tthhee CCIISS

Marina Baskakova 
Elena Tiurukanova 

& Dono Abdurazakova

The collapse of the USSR and creation of the CIS have led
to massive population movements, reflecting rising
unemployment, growing poverty, ‘transparent’ borders,
political instability and military conflicts. There is no reli-
able statistical data to estimate the scale of the phenom-
enon, but it appears that these migration trends are like-
ly to continue. Indeed, due to growing demographic
imbalances among the CIS states (populations are
declining in the Russian Federation and the Western CIS
countries while growing in Central Asia and parts of the
Caucasus) as well as differences in living standards, they
might even intensify. 

Experts estimate that there are 4.5-5.0 million citizens
from other CIS countries working illegally in the Russian
Federation. These include up to 1.5 million from the
Caucasus, up to 1 million each from Ukraine and the
countries of Central Asia, and 200,000 to 300,000 from
Moldova. In addition, an estimated 250,000-500,000
migrants (mostly from Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan) work
in Kazakhstan. By contrast, the number of work permits
issued to migrants from other CIS countries by the Russ-
ian authorities was 221,900 (in 2004), and just 11,800 in
Kazakhstan (in 2002). The bulk of migration in the CIS is
therefore unregulated or illegal. As migrant labourers
employed in the informal economy, these workers are
among the most vulnerable social groups in the region.
They are too likely to fall victim to human trafficking—a

distinct form of migration that combines legal and ille-
gal elements to produce extreme forms of exploitation.
As such, trafficking is grossly incompatible with human
development and human rights.

Expert estimates indicate that the extent of human traf-
ficking within the CIS is many times greater than the
trafficking of CIS citizens outside the region. They also
indicate that ‘normal’ human trafficking seems to dwarf

Human trafficking defined

From the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Chil-
dren, Supplementing the United Nations Conven-
tion Against Transnational Organised Crime, UN,
2000 (‘Palermo Protocol’):

Clause 3 (a).  ‘Trafficking in persons’ shall mean the
recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or
receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force
or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of
deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vul-
nerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having con-
trol over another person, for the purpose of exploita-
tion. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the
exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms
of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery
or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal
of organs.

Clause 3 (b). The consent of a victim of trafficking in
persons to the intended exploitation set forth in sub-
paragraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where
any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have
been used.
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trafficking for purposes of sexual exploitation, although
the latter also occurs. The data from CIS countries does
not support the view that human trafficking for the pur-
pose of sexual exploitation is the main form of contem-
porary trafficking. 

The Root Causes of Human Trafficking and their
Replication Mechanisms

Over the last five years, the majority of the CIS countries
have ratified the Palermo Protocol (2000) and have crim-
inalized human trafficking. Nevertheless, most of their
efforts are devoted to fighting the symptoms of traffick-
ing rather than their causes. The growth of the slave
trade results from poverty, which encourages the pur-
suit of individual survival strategies that involve signifi-
cant risks of being trapped in exploitation, dependency
or slavery. Equally, there is a risk that human trafficking

will spread across the working population. At the end of
2003 the average monthly salary ranged from $16.6 in
Tajikistan, $42.0 in Kyrgyzstan, $60.0 in Armenia and
Georgia, $162.0 in Kazakhstan to $202.0 in Russia. Low
salaries lead to mass poverty of the working population
(the so-called ‘new poor’). Even households with two
working adults are under threat.

This challenges traditional approaches to combating
trafficking that focus on narrow ‘target groups’ or ‘risk
groups’. The groups at highest risk of becoming prey to
exploitation and violence include: migrants, rural resi-
dents, the disabled, women, the elderly, children from
disadvantaged families and orphans. The most common
forms of risky behaviour in the region are linked to
labour in the informal sector, illegal immigration, mar-
ginal occupations (prostitution, begging, participation
in gangs, etc.), ‘mail-order brides’ (including via email),
and the like. It is in these areas that human traffickers
offer their ‘services’ to prospective victims. The most
common instruments by which traffickers force their vic-
tims into dependence include: seizure of documents,
debt bondage, taking advantage of migrants’ illegal sta-
tus, isolation, restricting movement and social interac-
tion, threats, blackmail, and physical violence.1 These
exploitative practices are especially common in migrant
populations, many of whom do not have proper work
permits.  

Between 10 and 50 % of the populations of CIS countries
are employed in the informal economy. This presents a
huge social risk area and a breeding ground for various
forms of human exploitation, including outright slav-
ery2.  The risk lies not only in the possibility that a person
will be forcibly subjected to exploitation, but also that a
person will accept conditions of exploitation incompati-
ble with basic human rights and decent working condi-
tions just in order to survive or get ahead. This ‘consent
to exploitation’ plays a special role in models of risk
behaviour. For example, migrants from Tajikistan,
Moldova and other countries coming to Russia in search
of jobs often face dire economic circumstances at home
(the average per capita income in Tajikistan in 2000 was
$0.2 per day). For these migrants the ‘consent to
exploitation’ often gives them a competitive edge in the
job market.

As a result of such practices in these countries, double
standards are forming: conditions that are unacceptable
for native workers become acceptable for migrants.
International and national legislation (on labour, human

2001 poster:   “The horror of  human trafficking has also
reached Lithuania!”
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rights, and fair competition) is supposed to protect soci-
ety from these double standards. But in the CIS coun-
tries the rule of law is too weak to prevent the demand
for cheap labour from translating into forced labour and
slavery, especially in the informal economy and among
migrants. The growth in slave-working practices and
‘consent to exploitation’ by growing parts of the popu-
lation legitimise exploitation and violence, and compro-
mise social standards. 

Slavery and exploitation are therefore not just the con-
sequence of poverty in a broad sense but are factors in
its spread and transfer to the next generation. In many
CIS countries child poverty exceeds the average nation-
al poverty level. The highest poverty risk is borne by the
families of many children that are a characteristic of
Central Asia and the Caucasus, especially in rural areas.
Children raised in the poorest families too often do not
attend school and lack access to basic social services.
They are forced to work and can easily become objects
of various forms of exploitation in prostitution, pornog-
raphy, begging and crime. The first half of the 1990s wit-
nessed growth in the number of abandoned children,
and the consequent growth of child prostitution and
labour exploitation. By the middle of this decade these
children will be approaching working age. Many are
likely to join the ranks of adult slaves.

Exploitation in the Structure of the Socio-Economic
Relations

To understand the nature of contemporary slavery and
exploitation, we need to focus not only on the factors
that contribute to human trafficking and risk group for-
mation, but also on the features of contemporary eco-
nomic and migratory regimes that facilitate or enable
exploitation. Whereas the former approach is widely
adopted in the analysis of human trafficking, the latter
has received scarce attention.

When people have limited development prospects,
human traffickers can use shortcomings in social service
provision to offer potential victims exactly what they
need but can not obtain through official channels. For
instance, elderly persons are offered assistance at home
in exchange for surrendering their homes upon their
death. The disabled are induced to beg in exchange for
the ‘support and protection’ which they do not receive
from the state. Young women looking for a foreign part-
ner are assisted by ‘dating services’ that lead them into
the hands of the traffickers. Workers seeking employ-
ment abroad are offered job placements that turn out to

be slavery. These fraudulent services thrive in the gaps
of the official social service infrastructure, and reflect the
inability of the state, and/or legitimate private service
providers, to offer social protection. This vacuum is filled
by semi-official, shadow and criminal agents offering a
wide menu ranging from illicit jobs and illegal immigra-
tion to recruitment into terrorist and drug trafficking
organisations.

The socio-economic factors and mechanisms that
promote trafficking and other forms of exploitation
in CIS countries include:

h The excessive regulation of labour and other
markets that push otherwise normal commercial activi-
ties into the informal sector, where exploitation is more
likely to occur and be further beyond the reach of law
enforcement agencies;

h The significant scale of the informal, grey and
criminal economies, where exploitation and slavery are
increasingly commonplace; as well as the general weak-
ness of the rule of law and effective law enforcement;

h Rudimentary immigration regimes that fail to
keep pace with the scale of illegal and unregulated
migration; the lack of legitimate migration programmes
versus extensive illegal organised migration networks (it
is estimated that only one tenth of overall migration
flows in the CIS is state-regulated, and that less than 5 %
of migrants have access to legitimate mechanisms and
sources of information regarding migration);

h The absence of conditions for normal  business
activities, especially for SMEs; weak and ‘overtaxed’ busi-
nesses must exploit cheap labour in order to survive;

h The absence of corporate social responsibility
mechanisms;

h Extensive corruption which lets criminal activi-
ties flourish, such as registering firms under false identi-
ty, issuing fake migrant worker registration, protection
rackets in retail trade, construction, prostitution, as well
as other activities associated with human exploitation;

h The lack of trust in  the authorities shared by
both migrants and local populations, inadequate legal
awareness;

h The weakness of civil society, local government
and other institutions that could combat exploitation at
the local level; and

h The prevalence of double standards and social
tolerance towards human exploitation.

While poverty creates the large groups of workers who
are ‘willing to be exploited’ that form the supply side of
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the market for forced labour and trafficking, these socio-
economic processes generate the demand side of this
market, and are embedded in the socio-economic sys-
tem. 

Increasingly, human exploitation and slavery are no
longer confined to marginal practices in specific places,
due to the sheer number of people involved and
because they are becoming a structural feature of the
regional economy. A socio-economic infrastructure
serving ‘the field of human exploitation’, which is sub-
ject neither to national laws nor to democratic or human
rights principles, is forming in the CIS. These infrastruc-
tures tend to be built around specific areas such as
street markets, train terminals in the large cities, con-
struction sites where migrants are employed, and prey
on certain social groups such as work migrants, the dis-
abled, orphaned children, and the like. Many aspects of
this unlawful infrastructure (such as the illegal Khavala
system of international money transfers, international
pornography rings, the sex trade, or cross-border
money-laundering) are well integrated into the global
criminal system. 

Putting anti-trafficking on the CIS policy agenda

The above analysis suggests a number of policy implica-
tions that could be the basis for further anti-trafficking
work in the region. 

(1) The absence of reliable and comprehensive data is
one of the serious obstacles to combating human traf-
ficking in the region. The construction of an integrated,
internally consistent database, one that could support
deeper inquiry into multiple aspects of trafficking in CIS
countries, is a first priority. This research could focus on:

(a) developing a detailed sub-national mapping of
poverty, social exclusion, and other forms of vulnerabil-
ity that can identify the geographic locations of large
groups of individuals who are potentially vulnerable to
traffickers and trafficking;

(b) the collection of information on the socio-economic,
spatial, demographic, ethnic, and gender dimensions of
migrants and trafficked individuals; 

(c) detailed analysis of the extent to which ‘over-devel-
oped’ labour, social policy, and other laws and regula-
tions push otherwise normal commercial activities into
the informal sector, where exploitation is more likely
and further removed from the reach of law enforcement
agencies;

(d) detailed analysis of the extent to which national and
regional human trafficking and other forms of exploita-
tion are integrated with global networks; and

(e) capacity building for those law enforcement agen-
cies most directly engaged in combating human traf-
ficking and other forms of exploitation. Improving their
abilities to work directly with representatives of vulner-
able communities, whose members are most likely to
become victims of trafficking and other forms of
exploitation, should be a key goal.

(2) Another important neglected aspect of the anti-traf-
ficking policy debate is the fragmentation and lack of
continuity in policy and programming. This manifests
itself in short-term projects that are financed from a vari-
ety of sources and are implemented by different organ-
isations with a focus on achieving quick results. These
characteristics reduce the impact of this work and pre-
vent its integration into other strategic and long-term
socio-economic programmes and initiatives. Combating
human trafficking requires a systematic approach based
on the principles of continuity of design and implemen-
tation for long-term effect. 

Such an approach requires the creation of a permanent
(or long-term) coordinating instrument for combating
problems of human trafficking and the slave trade in the
CIS region. This instrument could take the form, for
example, of an International Coordinating Committee of
the CIS for fighting the spread of human trafficking, slav-
ery, and exploitation, consisting of national representa-
tives of the Ministries of Labour and of the Interior.

1.  According to ILO between 10 and 20 percent of illegal migrants are facing various
forms of forced labour and human trade (through restricting freedom of movement and
communication, seizure of documents, debt bondage, physical violence, intimidation,
fraud, etc).

2.  The share of informally employed in the total employment is high (above 10%) in all
CIS countries, whether experiencing outward or inward migration. In Russia employ-
ment in the informal sector is as high as 10 million people or 15 % of the total employ-
ment among Russian residents (not including illegal migrants). The estimates of the
share of informal employment in the late 1990s in Ukraine were as high as 50 percent
and in Kazakhstan roughly 30 %. 

Marina Baskakova, Sc.D. Economics, is a principal research
fellow at the Institute for Socio-economic problems of the
population at the Russian Science Academy (RAS); Elena Tiu-
rukanova, Ph.D., is a research fellow at the Institute for Socio-
economic problems of the population at Russian Science
Academy (RAS); Dono Abdurazakova, Ph.D., is a regional gen-
der advisor, UNDP Regional Centre, Bratislava. For more
information, contact: Dono Abdurazakova (dono.abduraza-
kova@undp.org).
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SSeeeekkiinngg TThhee VViirrttuuoouuss
CCiirrccllee:: MMiiggrraattiioonn aanndd
DDeevveellooppmmeenntt IInn SSoouutthh
EEaasstteerrnn EEuurrooppee

Alina Mungiu-Pippidi

After 1989, many observers expected a mass migration
wave from Eastern to Western Europe. Per capita GDP
(in purchasing-power-parity terms) of the new EU mem-
ber states (NMS) was just 49 % of incomes in the EU-15,
and in the Balkans was below a quarter (Eurostat, 2003).
Moreover, since 1989 10-15 percent of the population of
the Balkan countries was displaced by conflicts and
other factors. About 15 percent of Albanians may now
live abroad, and the figure might be twice that for Bos-
nia and Herzegovina. In fact, cumulative net emigration
since 1989 from the eight NMS and the two other acces-
sion candidates (Eastern Balkans countries) to the EU is
estimated at only 1.1 million people, which equals one
% of their population (OECD, 2003). 

The EU visa regime for these countries varies: Bulgaria
and Romania have experienced the lifting of their
Schengen visa requirements, the main barrier to travel
to Europe, in 2000 and 2001 respectively. Croatia has
enjoyed different visa regimes negotiated on a bilateral
basis with various European countries, which in practice
allows its citizens considerable freedom of travel. The
other Western Balkans countries, as well as Turkey, are
separated from Europe, both old and new (since aspir-
ing EU candidates are compelled to introduce visas for
their neighbours), by Schengen visas and increasingly
tighter border controls. 

Migrants from the Balkan countries involved in conflict
were initially benevolently considered as ‘refugees’, but

were later treated as ‘economic migrants’ as the region
stabilized in the late 1990s. As Western European gov-
ernments tightened up on asylum applications, more
people tried to enter illegally. Many refugees returned
voluntarily with the help of the relocation programmes
of the United Nations High Commission for Refugees
(UNHCR) and the International Organisation for Migra-
tion (OIM) (see Table 1). 2005 UNHCR data suggests that
Serbia and Montenegro (primarily through the UN
Administered Territory of Kosovo) remains the second
largest source of asylum seekers in the European Union,
after the Russian Federation. 

This article is drawn from a broader regional UNDP
report that uses national and regional data in order to
capture current migration trends. It draws on national
data that was collected by UNDP teams in Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Kosovo, and Romania
in 2005, and on a regional survey conducted in Bulgaria,
Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro by BSS Gallup in
2003 and by CURS in Romania (IBEU Project Fifth Frame-
work survey). It also makes use of data from organisa-
tions such as International Organisation of Migration
(OIM), Council of Europe, and various country research
teams. Differences in national migration measurement
systems often make it difficult to aggregate data across
Europe or make valid cross-country comparisons. Infor-
mation based on public opinion surveys is also scarce:
Eurobarometers miss Western Balkan countries, focus-
ing on accession countries only. The surveys presented
in this article, and the broader UNDP report, try to fill this
void to some extent.   

How many migrants?

Some variation in migration intentions across countries
is apparent (see Table 2). The shares of Romanians and
Bulgarians, who enjoy freedom of travel (although not
freedom of labour), whose countries signed EU acces-
sion treaties in April 2005, and who plan to seek work in
Western countries, are just 12 and 7 %, respectively. The
figure for those who would choose to settle permanent-
ly abroad is smaller still: just 3 % in Romania and rough-

Table 1. The legacy of the nineties. Displaced persons in the first quarter of 2005                    Source: UNHCR 2005

Bosnia and Herzegovina Numbers Serbia and Montenegro Numbers
Internally Displaced Personss 309 200 Internally Displaced Persons 248200

Refugees outside country 100 000 Refugees from Croatia 180100

Refugees from Croatia 19200 Refugees from Bosnia and Herzegovina 95300

Returned Internally Displaced Persons 17900 Local residents at risk 85000

Refugees from Serbia and Montenegro 3000 Returnees from Germany 3000

Various countries’ returnees 1560 Returnees from Switzerland 900

Serbia and Montenegro returnees 880 Refugees from FYR Macedonia 800

Serbia and Montenegro asylum seekers 400 Asylum seekers from FYR Macedonia 400
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ly 4 % in Bulgaria. Only a third of the respondents pos-
sess the social and financial capital needed to move
abroad. By contrast, inhabitants of Kosovo and Macedo-
nia are more prone to leave their homes: 30 % of Koso-
vars and 19 % of Macedonians would move in search of
economic opportunity. But since the population of the
Former Yugoslav Republic is some 2.2 million and Koso-
vo is 1.9 million, even these percentages would produce
a relatively small number of additional migrants. These
data also suggests that the presence of a family member
or friend already abroad is a good predictor of the inten-
tion to leave. 

In rural post-communist societies that were isolated
from the rest of Europe for fifty years (former Yugoslavia
excepted), individuals remain unlikely to cross borders,
especially to countries that are not in their immediate
neighbourhood. The survey data suggests that many
individuals have not only never travelled to a neigh-
bouring country—they have not even travelled to the
capital of their own country (see Table 3). 

Moreover, economic migrants seem increasingly likely
to commute rather than settle permanently. Romanian
and Bulgarian short-term labour migrants are limited by
the three-month terms of their Schengen visas, after
which they may not re-enter the EU for the next three
months, unless they have a work permit in the respec-
tive EU country. Those migrants with some form of per-
mit tend to return for at least three months and spend
most of their earnings in their home country. Albanians
seem to show a greater propensity to settle more and
pay social security taxes in their host countries, but they
also seem to commute considerably and spend most of
their money at home (Lyberaki and Maroukis, 2004). 

The survey data points to two important conclusions.
First, they show that many of those who wish to work in
the EU have already done so, even if illegally. Second,

they show that Southeast Europe’s migration potential
in absolute numbers is relatively small, given the small
total populations of Kosovo and Macedonia. The largest
migration potential instead belongs to Romania — a
country whose 22 million citizens already enjoy freedom
of travel within the EU. A maximum estimate of tempo-
rary migrants from the Western and Eastern Balkans
together — weighted by availability of contacts and
work — might be 1.5 million. The Western Balkan coun-
tries’ contribution to this figure would be between
500,000 and one million altogether. This is a manage-
able figure for the European Union: Italy and Greece
alone already have more migrants than this from the
region.

Why migrate?

Migration from poorer to richer countries has been a his-
torical constant, reflecting labour market processes and
the natural desire to get ahead. By contrast, massive
population movements often signify the failure of
national projects, rather than economic difficulties in
countries of origin. When a country’s entire active work-
force would leave if given the possibility, they are flee-
ing state failure. This reflects a vicious cycle: failed states
create hopeless societies, which tolerate state failure in
their turn. This is not the case in Southeast Europe. Eco-
nomic growth rates in the Eastern Balkans, Albania, and
Serbia are currently high, and foreign direct investment
is slowly catching up with the levels in Central Europe. 

On the other hand, economic forces clearly do play a
role in migration trends from Southeast Europe. Except
for Croatia, however, Southeast Europeans earn less
than half the level of Central Europeans. Not only do
Macedonia and Albania have low personal incomes: so
do Romanians and Bulgarians, whose macroeconomic
situation is on the whole better. Regional unemploy-
ment rates reach peaks in Macedonia and Kosovo, and

Table 2. Migration intentions and experience  Source: UNDP Early Warning Reports Kosovo 2004, Macedonia 2005, Romania 2005 based on BOP Survey,  
Bulgarian International Organisation of Migration,  2003

Survey item Kosovo Romania FYR Macedonia Bulgaria

Temporary migration intention
30% 12% 11% 7%

[‘Do you plan to leave the country temporarily to seek work abroad?’]

Permanent migration intention
na 3% 2% 4%

[Do you plan to emigrate abroad and to live there?]

Personal migration experience 
na 6% 9% na

[‘Have you worked abroad during the last 10 years?’]

Family migration experience/past
na 14% 17% na

[‘Did any member of your household work abroad for a while?’]

Family migration experience/present
27% 10% 10% na

[‘Is anybody from your household currently working abroad?’]

Favoured destination countries
Germany

Switzerland 
USA

Italy
Spain

Ireland

Greece
Germany

Greece, 
Germany

USA
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Table 3. Travel patterns in Southeast Europe         Source: IBEU  Fifth Framework survey 2003

% of population that
never travels to…

Regional capital National capital Neighbouring country Other foreign country

Romania 41 58 88 92
Bulgaria 12 18 78 84
Serbia 12 22 6 81
Montenegro 4 8 71 94
FYR Macedonia 7 36 41 63

lows in Romania (which, having the largest number of
peasants, has extensive hidden unemployment). Many
young people (under 35 years of age) have considerable
difficulties finding a permanent first job. 

The survey data suggests that an unemployed person is
more likely (although not much more likely) to seek to
emigrate than an employed person. People who work in
the informal economy are also more likely to emigrate.
Men between the ages of 18 and 45 (residing equally in
rural and urban areas) are the most likely group to emi-
grate. Educated people do not seem to be more likely to
emigrate (in contrast to ‘brain drain’ theories): graduates
of high schools and vocational schools seem more likely
to seek work abroad than university graduates. Indirect
evidence suggests that Roma and other minorities, who
suffer most from discrimination, are among those most
likely to wish to emigrate.

Migration to what effect?

Critics of migration argue that the brain drain and slow-
er labour force growth can retard economic growth in
countries of origin. The taxes paid by migrants accrue in
the countries of destination, not the country of origin.
But these arguments do not hold in Southeast Europe.
Most migrants do not have jobs in their countries of ori-
gin, or have subsistence jobs. Most temporary migrants
are actually low skilled workers, and the low skilled jobs
they take in countries of destination might otherwise
not be filled by local workers. Certainly, a significant por-
tion of Southeast Europe’s economic migrants in the EU
work illegally, and some fall victim to trafficking and
other forms of exploitation. However, these problems
reflect the illiberal visa and work permit regimes pur-
sued by EU countries. These policies unnecessarily dam-
age the interests of migrant workers, reduce the eco-
nomic benefits of migration, and support the criminal
trafficking industry.

So the local economies cannot lose due to migration.
But do they win? Although migrants from Southeast
Europe tend to find unskilled work (domestic services,
construction, seasonal agricultural) in the EU, this
employment generates considerable remittance

incomes for their economies. In 2003, for instance,
remittances ranged from 700 millions euros in Albania
and Croatia, respectively, to 1.5 billion euros in Bulgaria
and 2 billion euros in Romania. In some years remit-
tances exceed the level of foreign direct investment (see
Figure 1). In Macedonia, about 10 percent of the popu-
lation receives income from abroad; in Kosovo, about 15
percent. Remittances are a key poverty alleviation
mechanism in Albania, especially in rural areas (De Soto
et al, 2002). Critics usually stress that most remittance
income is usually spent on consumption. However,
increased consumption is critical to poverty reduction
for households living close to the poverty line. On the
other hand, remittances cannot by themselves build
infrastructure or solve other development problems
that afflict the region’s economies. Foreign direct invest-
ment, as well as development assistance, is needed for
this.

A virtuous circle? Dealing with migration

Most European countries resist immigration. Free labour
mobility from the new member states to most other EU
countries has been postponed for up to 7 years, and
new member states must tighten their external borders
as mandated by the Schengen Agreement (1985). In
order to obtain a Schengen visa, an individual from the
Western Balkans must present an official invitation,
proof of accommodation, medical insurance, return tick-
ets, and evidence of financial resources sufficient to
cover the costs of accommodation. Drivers need to pres-
ent special ‘green card’ automobile insurance. 

For countries of the Western Balkans, the examples of
Bulgaria and Romania - where Schengen visa require-
ments for short stays (under 3 months) were lifted soon
after the start of accession negotiations - seem particu-
larly alluring. But can Europe trust Southeast European
border authorities to screen out undesirable migrants?
The data from Romania and Bulgaria is encouraging in
this respect. In 2001, when the visa restrictions for Bul-
garians seeking short-term travel in the Schengen zone
were lifted, total border crossings exceeded those in
2000 by only 9 percent. The number of Romanians who
were not permitted by their own border authorities to
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transit from Romania into the Schengen space (even in
the absence of visas, they have to present on their way
out proof of funding, accommodation and medical
insurance) rose sharply during 2003-2005, as the
Romanian authorities came to grips with the Schengen
requirements.
Further, less
than one per-
cent of those
R o m a n i a n s
t r a v e l l i n g
without a visa
were repatri-
ated for over-
staying the 3
months peri-
od or for violations of other EU laws. Such illegal behav-
ior as the use of false passports was noted in only 0.1
percent of Romania?s Schengen visa holders.  

These figures show that, with European assistance, bor-
der guards in Western Balkan countries can be trained to 
apply the Schengen requirements. The UNDP survey
data also shows that the potential numbers of migrants
from Serbia, Macedonia, and Bosnia are close to Bulgar-
ia’s, and much less than Romania’s. Despite this, the EU’s
external border controls remain rigid. This regime tends
to encourage permanent migration and criminalise sea-
sonal migration, which would otherwise be beneficial
for both workers from Southeast Europe and employers
within the EU.

The EU’s disinterest in liberalising its visa regime vis-à-
vis migrants from Southeast Europe entails substantial
economic costs. For the countries of Southeast Europe,
the costs of the Schengen visa regime are obvious:
fewer remittances, lower incomes, less consumption,

more pover-
ty, more
u n e m p l o y -
ment, and
more traf-
ficking. For
the EU itself,
the costs
may be less
obvious, but
they must

also be viewed as significant. The demand for labour is
growing in the EU, while birth rates are falling and
labour forces shrinking. New sources of skilled and
unskilled labour must be found. Migrant workers from
Southeast Europe could today play a role similar to that
played in the 1950s and 1960s by migrant workers from
Portugal and Spain. The EU has shown the courage to
liberalise its visa regime vis-à-vis travel from the Eastern
Balkan countries. The initial results have been promis-
ing, and should be followed by similar steps for the
Western Balkans.

Alina Mungiu-Pippidi is a UNDP consultant and specialist on
Early Warning Systems and post conflict environments. Con-
tributions to this article were received from country teams
producing UNDP Early Warning Reports in Macedonia,
Romania and Kosovo. The author drew on survey data from
Early Warning Report Albania, 2004. 
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IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall
MMiiggrraattiioonn aanndd tthhee
NNeeww EEUU MMeemmbbeerr
SSttaatteess 

Duššan Drbohlav

Accession to the EU on May 1, 2004 has presented the
Central and East European states (Czech Republic, Esto-
nia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and
Slovenia) with a new set of policy challenges as regards
the issue of migration. Most obviously, these countries
had little previous experience of international migra-
tion, since communist governments suppressed free
movement across borders within the Soviet bloc. There
were sporadic large scale emigrations after major politi-
cal crises (for example in Hungary in 1956, and Czecho-
slovakia in 1968), and the emigration of some groups,
such as Jews, was subject to international pressure and
agreements. In general, however, emigration was ille-
gal, whether it was for political or economic reasons. 

Understanding Post-Communist Migration

The collapse of communism has led to a surge in the
diversity of types, scales and reasons for migration
across the region. Besides ‘classical’ permanent and
temporary (including seasonal workers) migrants, who
are active both on regular and black labour markets, the
number of petty traders and labour tourists has soared,
while residents of communities near border zones have
opportunities to commute regularly back and forth.
There are also many transit migrants (often connected

with smuggling and trafficking in human beings), and
new ethnically based migrations, including Roma on the
move that have no homeland to return to.

There has been an important inflow of asylum seekers
and quasi-asylum seekers (masquerading as economic
migrants or/and transit migrants), and other migrants
justifying their movements on various humanitarian
grounds. On the whole, these migrants originate from
other post-communist countries which are outside the
EU, especially the countries of the former Soviet Union
and the Balkans, as well as Vietnam and China. There is
also a much smaller scale flow to the new Member
States(NMS) of Western immigrants (mostly more well-
off, highly qualified, and specialised), and there has not
so far been a significant mutual migration exchange
among the NMS.

Estimates of the overall migration mobility in the NMS
confirm the leading position of the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Poland as the largest countries of origin.
Tables 1 and 2 reveal how countries differ in terms of
official migration flows and stocks. The number of asy-
lum applications submitted in the NMS between 1998
and 2003 are presented in table 3. 

When searching for explanations for migration into the
NMS, a country’s economic situation appears to domi-
nate in the migratory ‘pull’ factors. Other ‘pull’ factors
include democratic regimes and relative political stabil-
ity, geographical position, and to some extent (especial-
ly before the accession) the relatively liberal legislation
and liberal practices towards immigrants. Other factors
such as cultural proximity, social networks (mainly fam-
ily ones) and informal links also play a role. With the
exception of Poland (with its huge and vulnerable agri-
cultural sector), there are no obviously strong ‘push’ fac-
tors that would propel the mass migration of citizens
out of the NMS.

The key benefit of economically-driven immigration is
that it provides low cost labour and helps to propel eco-
nomic growth in the NMS. Moreover, it tends to be con-
centrated in the most important urban poles of devel-
opment (namely in capitals) or in rapidly developing
border areas. Equally, Western immigrants into the NMS
bring new technologies, new management techniques
and new norms of the capitalist work ethos. 

Post-Accession Migration Policies and Practices 

The current trends in migration demonstrate that the
provisional ban on free movement applied by many of
the EU 15 States so as to delay the migration of workers

Table 1: Migration Flows in new Member States 
2001-2002

: based on Salt 2003, enlarged and modified by the author.

Country

Inflow of For-
eign Popula-
tion, Average
for 2001-2002

Inflow of For-
eign Popula-
tion, Average
for 2001-2002,
per 1,000
inhabitants

Outflow of Pop-
ulation, Aver-
age for 2001-
2002 

Outflow of Pop-
ulation,Average
for 2001-2002,
per 1,000
inhabitants

Czech Rep. 28,800 2.8 27,000 2.6

Estonia 1,400 1.0 900 0.7

Hungary 19,500 1.9 1,900 0.2

Latvia 1,200 0.5 4,600 2.0

Lithuania 4,900 1.4 7,200 2.1

Poland 6,600 0.2 24,000 0.6

Slovakia 2,300 0.4 1,200 0.2

Slovenia 7,300 3.7 4,200 2.1
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from the NMS was unnecessary. For example, recent
data on the number of registered workers from NMS in
the UK (which along with Ireland and Sweden put no
restrictions on free movement) state that the total num-
ber was 175,000 (between May 2004 and March 2005).
The UK was the top destination for Poles - 56% (98, 235),
followed by Lithuanians - 15% (26,145), while Slovaks

and Czechs accounted for 7% respectively. The number
of Hungarians, Estonians, Latvians and Slovenians was
marginal (Traser, 2005). EU accession has entailed the
mandatory alignment (‘harmonisation’) of migration
policies and practices in the NMS with the acquis com-
munautaire. Accordingly, policies and practices have
become more restrictive towards migrants from outside
the EU, and will become even more so over time as the
NMS are likely to become part of the Schengen area in

2007. On the other hand, economic necessity will also
shape a more restrictive policy on migration, as labour
market gaps and ageing and declining populations will
also lead to more selective recruitment programmes
that will target skilled labour from abroad (indeed some
countries such as the Czech Republic are running pilot
programmes of this type). 

Dr. Duššan Drbohlav is Assistant Professor at Charles Universi-
ty in Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of Social Geog-
raphy and Regional Development  drbohlav@natur.cuni.cz

For a more detailed analysis of migration patterns in the new Member States see Dušan
Drbohlav and others on http://www.migrationonline.cz
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Table 2:  Migrant Stocks in new Member States, 2002
Source: based on Salt 2003, enlarged and modified by the author

Country Foreign Population
Foreign Share of
Total Population
(%)

Foreign Labour 

Czech Rep. 231,000 2.3 161,711

Estonia 269,500 19.7

Hungary 115,900 1.1 49,800

Latvia 439,500 18.5

Lithuania 32,700 1.0

Poland 34,100 0.09 24,643

Slovakia 29,500 0.6 9,117

Slovenia 44,700 2.2 36,000

In Latvia and Estonia most of the foreigners are Russophones who are long term resi-
dents and not recent migrants.    

Table 3:  Number of Asylum Applications Submitted
in the new Member States,1998-2003      (in thousands)

Source: Salt 2003, www.migracija.lt, www.ocma.gov.lv, Asylum 2003.

Country 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

Czech Rep. 4.1 7.3 8.8 18.1 8.5 8.1

Estonia 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hungary 7.1 11.5 7.8 9.6 6.4 1.9

Latvia 0.1 0 0 0 0 0

Lithuania 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Poland 3.4 3 4.6 4.5 5.2 5.1

Slovakia 0.5 1.3 1.6 8.2 9.7 6.2

Slovenia 0.5 0.9 9.2 1.5 0.7 0.8

PPoollaanndd’’ss IImmmmiiggrraattiioonn
PPoolliiccyy:: 
IInn ssttaattuu nnaasscceennddii

Justyna Dymerska

Poland emerged from communism lacking the institu-
tional and organisational structures, legal framework
and financial means to respond adequately to the new
migration across its borders. Consequently, the initial
immigration policy was ad hoc and reactive to events.
The policy learning process that ensued after 1989 and
then intensified during the EU accession process has

included the speedy attempt to build an infrastructure
capable of effectively and appropriately responding to
migration issues. As Poland would be a critical link in the
EU’s new eastern frontier, it became subject to inputs
from the policy expertise and approaches of the
Western European countries. 

The deportation of about 1,000 asylum seekers of
African and Arab origin from Sweden to Poland in the
early 1990s was a catalyst for policy change. The sudden
influx of foreigners holding Polish transit visas and
fraudulent Swedish visas exposed the fact that the
Alien’s Act of 1963 was unfit for the post-1989 reality,
and that the Polish Constitution of 1952 with its pledge
to extend asylum to those ‘persecuted for defending the
interests of the working masses, the struggle for social
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progress, national liberation or defence, and peaceful
scientific activity’ was too liberal. Additionally, it demon-
strated that Poland’s non-signatory status to the Gene-
va Convention of 1951 and the New York Protocol of
1967 hindered its participation in international coopera-
tion in refugee matters. The incident also revealed the
necessity to establish an office responsible for immigra-
tion and refugee issues, and to develop policy instru-
ments to manage the entry and residency of foreigners
in Poland.

Beginning in the early 1990s Poland aligned itself with
international practice. A governmental body dealing
with refugees was set up, the Geneva Convention and
the New York Protocol were signed, an Office of the Rep-
resentative of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) was opened, and Poland became
a member in various international organisations work-
ing on migration matters.  A new Alien’s Act was passed
in 1997, and the constitution was amended in a more
restrictive direction. Furthermore, in light of the modifi-
cations to the German Basic Law after German unifica-
tion, Poland signed a bilateral re-admission agreement
with Germany overriding the previous agreement of
1991 with the Schengen Group. Poland thereby became
the first Central and Eastern European state to recognise
the principle of a ‘safe third country’. Simultaneously, it
assumed the role of an international partner in control-
ling migration, primarily for the EU.  

The EU accession process during the 1990s had a critical
influence on Poland’s migration policy as it steadily har-
monised it with the policy forms, vocabulary and proce-
dures of the EU. The accession to the EU in May 2004
required the transposition of EU norms and rules into
domestic legislation, and institution and ‘capacity’
building in this policy area. Since 1997 the need for com-
pliance with the acquis communautaire has resulted in
three restrictive amendments to the 1997 Alien’s Act
(the most recent one in April 2005). Accession also con-
tributed to the establishment of new institutional struc-
tures, such as the Office for Repatriation and Refugees,
and the Council for Refugees, which is an independent
body of appeal. Poland also participated in the PHARE
horizontal and twinning programmes aimed at adapt-
ing Poland’s immigration and refugee-related adminis-
tration to the standards of the EU, and which often
involved the direct advice of Western experts.

Despite the institutional and legislative adaptation to
the EU’s standards, Poland has not yet devised a com-

prehensive immigration policy that includes the inte-
gration of foreigners. Migration policy has concentrated
on refugees, the repatriation of ethnic Poles and foreign
spouses of Polish nationals. Efforts to formulate policy
towards other migrants, such as labour migrants enter-
ing Poland on short-term visas, have met with little
enthusiasm in the political elite, which views such
migrants as ‘temporary’. Migration remains a low policy
priority primarily because of the current absence of
immigration pressures on Poland. Although unofficially
there may be between several tens of thousands to sev-
eral hundred thousand illegal immigrants in Poland,
according to the official statistics immigrants represent
merely 0.1% of the total population of the country
(Kępińska, p.52). The 2002 population census revealed
that approximately 49,200 foreigners (‘usual residents’)
lived in Poland in May 2002, nearly half of whom origi-
nated from the countries of the former Soviet Union,
mainly Ukraine (Kępińska, p.7). Although there was a
fourteenfold increase in applications for refugee status
in Poland between 1992 and 2004, the numbers are very
small compared to those in Western Europe (Biuletyn,
p.5). In contrast, the ‘economic’ emigration of Polish
workers to other EU member states is more the political
issue both domestically and in the EU.

Poland’s membership in the EU and its anticipated entry
to the EU’s Schengen Agreement in October 2007 bol-
ster the country’s attractiveness as a destination country
or a springboard to the ‘old’ member states for many
economic immigrants. Emigration of certain groups of
white-collar and blue-collar Poles, facilitated by the
unrestricted access to the labour markets in the UK, Ire-
land and Sweden, creates job opportunities for immi-
grants. In time, immigration might prove a viable solu-
tion to the slowly emerging demographic and labour
problems in Poland, such as the ageing population, neg-
ative population growth and labour shortages in certain
sectors and professions. 

Justyna Dymerska is a second year Ph.D student at the Cen-
tre for International Studies, University of Cambridge.
jd309@cam.ac.uk

The author acknowledges the financial support from the European Commission (Marie
Curie Early Stage Research Training Programme) through the Centre of International
Studies at the University of Cambridge.
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VVuullnneerraabbiilliittyy iinn
SSoouutthheeaasstt EEuurrooppee::
EEvviiddeennccee ffrroomm aa rreeggiioonnaall ssuurrvveeyy

Andrey Ivanov & Susanne Milcher

Disaggregated quantitative data is a prerequisite for
national policies for sustainable inclusion of vulnerable
groups, the Roma in particular. For a variety of reasons,
data on Roma poverty and living standards is scarce.
There is no firm data on the actual size of Roma popula-
tions in Southeast Europe. This leaves the magnitude of
the ‘Roma problem’ unclear. In most countries Roma are
under-reported in censuses. Answering the question
‘Who is Roma?’ can be even more problematic. The
absence of quantitative data can prevent sound investi-
gation of the root causes of poverty, vulnerability, and
social exclusion. It can also produce misguided policies
based on a superficial understanding of the develop-
ment challenges facing Roma. In 2004, UNDP conducted
a survey to generate socio-economic profiles of vulnera-
ble groups (Roma, non-Roma communities living in
close proximity to Roma, refugees, and internally dis-
placed persons) in seven Southeast and three Central
European countries. This survey collected poverty data
for these groups and contrasted them against compara-
ble data for the national averages (UNDP, 2005a). The
analysis suggests ways in which poverty data that is dis-
aggregated by ethnicity can and should be used to
address issues of vulnerability and social exclusion.  

Roma employment and poverty

Data from the UNDP surveys suggest that Roma are par-
ticularly hit by unemployment—and that unemploy-
ment for Roma has a long-term character. Roma are
employed primarily in the informal sector and have dif-
ficulties competing on labour markets outside their own
communities. Some 56 percent of the survey respon-
dents with primary education (or less) stated that they
had not held a job since 1995 or earlier. For respondents
with at least a secondary education, this figure dropped,
but only slightly, to 46 percent. These long durations of
unemployment make many Roma ineligible for unem-
ployment benefits, leaving few alternatives to reliance
on minimal social assistance.

The data shown in Figure 1 suggests that Roma are
employed primarily in unskilled occupations, in contrast
to both non-Roma living in close proximity to Roma and
to internally displaced persons and refugees. Data sum-
marised in Figure 2 illustrates how Roma employment

and skill levels are correlated with education. They also
suggest that high unemployment rates among Roma to
a large extent reflect a lack of demand for unskilled
labour. 

The data also reflects labour market discrimination and
prejudice. The share of Roma employed in unskilled
occupations is much higher across all educational cate-
gories than the corresponding employment shares for
non-Roma communities living in close proximity. Some
30 percent of Roma respondents with secondary educa-
tion levels are employed in unskilled occupations—
compared to 15 percent for workers from non-Roma
communities, including refugees and internally dis-
placed persons. The explanation seems simple: once
Roma are tarred with ‘underclass’ status, their prospects 
for socio-economic inclusion shrink dramatically. The 
‘Roma’ attribute offsets such attributes as ‘educated’,
‘qualified’, or ‘skilled’.

Lack of sustainable employment prospects is a major
driver of poverty for Roma. The UNDP survey data sug-
gests that the shares of Roma living on less than $4.3 per
day in purchasing power parity terms are considerably
above both national averages and shares for non-Roma
communities living in close proximity to Roma. The
average share of Roma in Bulgaria and Romania (the two
countries with the largest Roma populations in the
region) living below this level was 46 and 66 percent
respectively with national average of 22 and 23 percent
(UNDP, 2005b, pp. 230-231). 

Education

The survey data outlines the magnitude of the educa-
tion gaps facing Roma communities in Southeast
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Europe. On average, 26 percent of Roma respondents
are illiterate (ranging from 14 percent in Croatia and Ser-
bia to 38 percent in Albania and Montenegro). Those
respondents who attended school have generally not
completed primary education (Figure 3). Correlations
with income and consumption levels suggest that the
factors responsible for low education levels (poverty,
child employment, ‘ghettoisation’ that undervalues
education) have a systemic character. This data also sug-
gests that discrimination in access to education is both
a cause and consequence of social exclusion. Address-
ing the systemic impediments to education can there-
fore reduce discrimination. 

Primary education levels are particularly revealing in this
respect (Figure 4). While primary education enrolment
levels are close to 100 percent for other groups, these
levels fluctuate between 85 percent and 96 percent for
refugees and internally displaced persons, and are
below 80 percent for Roma children of all age groups.
For older Roma children, enrolment levels drop toward
40 percent. This enrolment gap for Roma children is one
of the main causes of low education and skill levels, and
therefore contributes to their subsequent weak labour
market positions. 

Roma education gaps also have an important gender
dimension. The survey data reports a literacy rate of just
68 percent for Roma women, compared to 81 percent
for Roma men. The enrolment ratio of girls to boys in pri-
mary education (for the 7-15 year age group) is 0.93, and
drops to 0.80 for the secondary education level (16-19
years). Primary school enrolment rates for Roma girls are
just 64 percent, compared to 96 percent for girls in non-
Roma communities in close proximity to Roma, who
therefore face similar socioeconomic conditions. (These
figures for boys are 69 percent and 97 percent, respec-
tively.) This data reflects not only limited access to edu-

cation, but also the impact of early marriages and early
childbearing, which close off education opportunities
for young Roma women even when other barriers to
education are lifted. Since low education levels are both
a result of and contributor to early marriages, they can
predetermine low aspirations and poor labour market
positions. The latter can lead to a higher risk of poverty
and the reproduction of the ‘ghetto mentality’, with its
low value on education and career success. Simplistic
linkages of these complex phenomena to ‘discrimina-
tion’ can blur their true causes and stand in the way of
the policies needed to address the underlying causes. 

Housing condition and welfare

The survey data also shows that Roma are two or three
times more likely not to have met basic housing and
public service needs compared with  refugees and inter-
nally displaced persons, as well as residents of non-
Roma communities living in close proximity to Roma
(Figure 5). Almost 70 percent of Roma households were
unable to afford purchases of essential medicines dur-
ing the past 12 months, compared to 38 percent of
refugees and internally displaced persons, and 30 per-
cent of non-Roma communities. While just 3 percent of
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non-Roma community respondents reported living in
ruined houses or slums, this share rose to 11 percent for
refugees and internally displaced persons and 25 per-
cent for Roma. Over 70 percent of Roma households
responded that they lack indoor sanitary or toilet facili-
ties, compared to 22 percent and 27 percent for the
majority community, and refugees and internally dis-
placed persons, respectively. In addition, 22 percent of
Roma households did not have running water inside
their house or yard, more than double the shares for the
other groups. In addition to contributing to higher inci-
dences of disease and poor living standards, these
unmet basic needs most probably contribute to the
reduced career and creative aspirations of Roma fami-
lies.

Conclusions

Comparison of the UNDP’s Vulnerable Groups’ Survey
with the data generated by integrated household sur-

veys and other poverty monitoring instruments allows
us to measure the gaps between vulnerable groups and
national averages more accurately, and thereby informs
a more effective policy response.

The data also suggests that ethnicity is one determinant
—but not the only one— of poverty and exclusion. They
suggest that, while Roma need priority attention in
terms of poverty reduction efforts, it is not just Roma
who need such attention. While most Roma are vulner-
able, not all vulnerable are Roma. Refugees and internal-
ly displaced persons—victims of the Yugoslav wars—
are also vulnerable groups who face greater-than-aver-
age risks of poverty and social exclusion. Unless these
problems are addressed in a comprehensive way,
according to general welfare (rather than solely ethnic)
criteria, poverty reduction strategies are unlikely to be
effective or enjoy wider community support. Without 
such support, poverty alleviation efforts targeted at
Roma or other vulnerable groups can be counter-pro-
ductive as they may generate additional sources of
social exclusion.

Andrey Ivanov is human development advisor and Susanne
Milcher,  policy specialist for poverty reduction and econom-
ic development at UNDP’s Regional Bureau for Europe and
CIS, Bratislava Regional Centre.
Andrey.Ivanov@undp.org; Susanne.Milcher@undp.org
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Notes:
The survey was conducted in November 2004. This article is based on data from Alba-

nia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedo-
nia, Serbia and Montenegro (with separate samples for Serbia, Montenegro and  Kosovo)
and Romania. In total, 8,273 households were surveyed (3,534 Roma, 3,537 representa-
tives of majority communities living in close proximity to Roma, and 1,202 internally dis-
placed persons and refugees). In total 34,116 household members’ individual profiles
were recorded, of which 17,270 were Roma, 12,548 were from majority communities liv-
ing in close proximity to Roma, and 4,298 were internally displaced persons and
refugees. Identical questionnaires, sampling techniques, and methodological guidelines
were used in all countries.
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HHuummaann rriigghhttss aanndd
mmiinnoorriittyy rreettuurrnnss iinn
BBoossnniiaa aanndd
HHeerrzzeeggoovviinnaa 

Christian Hainzl
Sabina Zunic

& Reuf Bajrovic

Some of the most complex development challenges in
the Balkans and CIS countries lie in reconciling the
defence of minority rights with the decentralisation of
state structures, and local development. Defending or
restoring the rights of victims of ethnic cleansing while
rejuvenating multi-ethnic communities and promoting
local development are key to repairing the conse-
quences of the conflicts that resulted from the dissolu-
tion of the Soviet Union and former Yugoslavia.

UNDP and other development actors in the Balkans
have responded to these challenges by applying human
rights based approaches based on the Stamford Agree-
ment (see box). These approaches involve ensuring that
principles of non-discrimination, participation, and
accountability inform policy-advising and are respected
in local development programming, via participation
and empowerment of vulnerable and minority groups.
The Rights-based Municipal Assessment and Planning
(RMAP) project, developed by UNDP’s country office in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, marries rights based program-
ming with local economic development policies, with a
particular focus on vulnerable groups.   

The conflicts and ethnic cleansing that accompanied
the break-up of the former Yugoslavia during the 1990s
produced major demographic shifts. According to data
of the UN High Commission for Refugees, around 60 %
of the population of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which
stood at 4.3 million before the war, was forcefully dis-
placed during the war of 1992-1995. Moreover, many
people found themselves to be minorities in the new
territorial structures that were created by the 1995 Day-
ton Agreement (UNCHR, 2005). 

Ten years after Dayton, research produced by the RMAP
suggests that participation of minority groups in local
decision-making processes in Bosnia and Herzegovina
remains rather weak (RMAP, 2004). Local governments
often remain captured by representatives of the ‘con-

stituent’ majority ethnic groups. For example, in the
Republika Srpska municipality of Bratunac, around 2,200
Bosniak Female headed households are excluded from
the legal framework, of which 600 have returned to the
municipality, but they still depend on social benefits
from the BiH Federation for their only source of income.
Furthermore, civilian victims of war in the Republika Srp-
ska must be ethnic Serbs in order to claim their rights. 

The enforcement of legislation requiring that represen-
tatives of constituent minorities have at least one seat
on the relevant municipal councils varies across the
country. Legislation ensuring that mayors and the heads
of municipal assemblies must not be from the same
‘constituent’ ethnic group is likewise widely ignored in
the Republika Srpska entity. Continued parallel educa-
tion systems and discrimination against minorities in
education remain serious concerns: students typically
study in ethnically segregated environments which is
exacerbated by the curricula in language, literature, his-
tory, geography, social studies, and religion that is
developed and taught according to ethnic preferences.

When refugees began to return to their pre-war homes
in 1996, property rights and repossession issues were on
the top of the agenda. Reclaiming property does not
immediately recreate multi-ethnic communities nor
does it guarantee sustainable economic livelihoods for
returnees or better development prospects for these
communities. Ten years after Dayton, creating sustain-
able economic livelihoods remains the largest obstacle
facing minorities and returnees. This is certainly one of
the main reasons why—even according to optimistic
estimates—less than half of the minority pre-war resi-
dents have returned to their homes. According to the
Office of the UN High Commission for Refugees in Bos-
nia-Herzegovina and the Ministry for Human Rights and
Refugees, roughly 500,000 minority returns have been
registered in BiH, though it is unclear whether they are
of a permanent nature. 

Post-Dayton economic growth still leaves GDP levels in
Bosnia and Herzegovina some 40 % below pre-war lev-
els: many jobs and enterprises that existed in 1991 have
simply disappeared. Difficulties in creating sustainable
livelihoods in turn have negative implications for access
to quality social service—access which is often legally
codified as a ‘right’. While these difficulties affect all citi-
zens of Bosnia and Herzegovina, ethnic and other
minorities are particularly likely to be effected.

Economic problems in many municipalities are often
exacerbated by the unequal power relationships arising
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from nationalist and political patronage mechanisms.
Representatives of majority communities frequently
obstruct the implementation of the existing legal frame-
work to prevent sustainable returns of refugees. Offset-
ting these power relationships requires mechanisms
that can both force accountability on state (including
municipal) bodies responsible for protecting the rights
of returnees, while also informing returnees and minori-
ties about their rights and mechanisms for their protec-
tion. 

Human rights based approaches can provide such
instruments. They can both point to deficiencies in serv-
ice delivery that are discriminatory and, by adding a
claim for redistribution, can propose solutions that will

improve non discriminatory access to those services.
The experience of the RMAP project underscores the
importance of raising awareness and clarifying the obli-
gations of duty bearers (service providers) as well as
strengthening claim holders’ (users) understanding of
and ability to claim their rights. By emphasising the
rights of all users—including members of minority and
majority communities who may also be denied access to
these services, or who are suffering from poverty or
social exclusion more generally—human rights based
approaches can serve as a common ground for address-
ing local development challenges. 

The importance of post-conflict development chal-
lenges in Bosnia and Herzegovina are in some respects
now giving way to the benefits of closer ties to the Euro-
pean Union, particularly in terms of concluding a Stabil-
isation and Association Agreement (SAA) with the EU.
Growing numbers of municipal governments under-
stand that donor funding today, as well as development
prospects in the future, are linked to local social inclu-
sion and non-discrimination. Measures to promote and
protect minority rights, as an integral element of local

development strategies, can also help to show that Bos-
nia and Herzegovina is committed to harmonising with
international standards. 

The latest UNDP early warning report for Bosnia and
Herzegovina, as well as many other reports and docu-
ments, indicate that concerns about the possible reap-
pearance of violent conflict remain strong (UNDP, 2005).
Participatory, socially inclusive and non-discriminatory
local government that applies a human rights lens to
local economic and social development can help to fos-
ter the dialogue and reconciliation needed to keep con-
cerns and possible conflict at bay.

Christian Hainzl (chainzl@undp.ba) is project manager and
chief technical advisor; Sabina Zunic (szunic@undp.ba),
deputy project manager and Reuf Bajrovic
(rbajrovic@undp.ba), senior planning officer at UNDP’s
Rights-based Municipal Assessment and Planning Project in
Bosnia and Herzegovina.  www.rmap.undp.ba
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The UN’s Stamford Agreement (May 2003)

The UN’s Stamford Agreement on human rights
based programming states that: (a) all development
cooperation, policies and technical assistance should
further the realisation of human rights; (b) human
rights standards should guide development pro-
gramming in all sectors at all times; (c) programming
should both help states to meet their obligations and
citizens to claim their rights.

Minorities in the Dayton Agreement (1995)

The Dayton Agreement (the General Framework
Agreement for Peace) on Bosnia and Herzegovina
divided the country into two ‘entities’: the Federation
and Republika Srpska. It identified Croats, Serbs and
Bosniaks as ‘constituent peoples’, while citizens
belonging to other ethnic groups are referred to as
‘others’. Currently there are seventeen recognised
minority groups in the country. 

Reconstruction of the Old Bridge at Mostar
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KKoossoovvoo’’ss UUnnrreessoollvveedd
SSttaattuuss 

Denisa Kostovicova

How should the issue of ethnic conflict be managed in a
democratic transition? Linz and Stepan have termed this
challenge the ‘stateness’ problem: defined by a lack of
consensus on the boundaries of the state and the right
to citizenship in that state (Linz and Stepan, 1996). In the
post-communist space contested territories are often
marked by policies that give precedence to the building
of nation-states and that privilege one ethnic group
over others, rather than the promotion of inclusive dem-
ocratic institutions.

Following international military intervention in 1999
and the withdrawal of Serbian security forces, UN Secu-
rity Council Resolution 1244 (1999) established a UN
Interim Administrative Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) and
an international security presence, the Kosovo Force
(KFOR) which was provided mainly by NATO but also
included a Russian contingent. The aim of the UN was to
provide a breathing space during which the issues of
how to manage inter-ethnic relations and the long-term
status of the territory could be thought through. 

Legally, Kosovo remained under the sovereignty of the
Feder-al Republic of Yugoslavia (now Serbia and Mon-
tenegro), while the administration (de facto govern-
ment) of the territory was transferred to UNMIK.

Kosovo’s unresolved status created a paradoxical situa-
tion where both Serbs and Albanians deny their ‘double
majority-double minority’ position. Considering Kosovo
to be an integral part of Serbia, the Serbs have treated

Albanians primarily as a minority within Serbia. Reject-
ing any association with Serbia, Albanians have regard-
ed themselves exclusively as a majority in a soon-to-be-
independent Kosovo. International efforts to help Koso-
vo’s transition to a stable peace and multi-ethnic
democracy have been undermined by policies of ethnic
cleansing by both Serbs and Albanians during and after
the war respectively, and by a lack of trust and coopera-
tion between Kosovo’s Serb minority (currently under
10 percent of the population) and Albanian majority
(currently over 90 percent). 

The government of Kosovo was historically charac-
terised by the political domination of one ethnic group
over another. The policy of extreme institutional dis-
crimination and segregation was introduced under
Milosevic in the first half of the 1990s. One of UNMIK’s
first tasks was to introduce non-discriminatory institu-
tional safeguards and practices for both communities.
Minority rights, including minority representation, were
guaranteed in Kosovo’s new democratic institutions. 

Serbs, however, overwhelmingly opted not to partici-
pate in them, and thus rebuffed the idea of a ‘new Koso-
vo’. Many Kosovar Serbs looked to the Serbian govern-
ment in Belgrade for protection and guidance. Their
strategy has been driven by fears that Kosovo’s interim
status will lead to a loss of Serbian sovereignty over the
territory. Many Serbs regard the Albanian-dominated
new democratic institutions as a potential platform for
an independent Kosovo, and consequently have
attempted to undermine their legitimacy through
strategies of non-participation.  Instead, the Serbian
government has asserted its sovereignty by attempting
to maintain its control over Serb enclaves in Kosovo. In
these areas the Serbian government has established
‘parallel structures’ by funding education, health care,
courts, administrative services, as well as some security
presence. 

Since 2003 the UN has promoted a so-called ‘standards
before status’ approach, which in theory provides a road
map for the final status negotiations. As a precondition
for the start of the status talks Kosovo was expected to
make progress on a set of international standards,
encompassing the consolidation of the rule of law, dem-
ocratic governance, a market economy, and multi-eth-
nic tolerance. Progress on this comprehensive approach
soon became bogged down by issues of majority-
minority relations without significantly advancing the
cause of multi-ethnicity. The debate over decentralisa-

The Security Council adopting Resolution 1244
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tion in Kosovo is illustrative. Seeking to avoid the institu-
tionalisation of ethnically based territories that occurred
in Bosnia-Herzegovina, the international community has
fostered the liberal notion of multi-ethnic municipali-
ties. As a small minority, many Serbs fear being swal-
lowed up in Albanian-dominated municipalities and
have insisted that decentralisation should entrench
Serb-dominated municipalities. The Albanians view this
as a Serb ruse to partition Kosovo, particularly given that
the biggest Serb enclave centred on the town of Mitro-
vica is located in northern Kosovo along the border with
Serbia proper. 

The political wrangling over ethnic power and the status
of the territory is being intensified by the unresolved
economic problems. The unemployment rate is about
60 percent. The lack of progress on the economy is
undermining public trust in domestic political elites and
international administrators alike. For the Albanian pop-
ulation, about a half of whom are less than 25 years of
age, joblessness and grinding poverty are as much a
cause of frustration as Kosovo’s unresolved status. This
explosive combination of political and economic griev-
ances erupted into a wave of Albanian attacks on Serbs
in Kosovo in spring 2004, illustrating that the lack of

progress on both fronts could release further conflict
potential. 

Kosovo demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses of
international intervention. A violent inter-ethnic conflict
was stabilised relatively quickly, but producing an inter-
ethnic peace has proved to be more difficult and is a
longer term commitment. Ideally, the fixing of Kosovo’s
status and boundaries would shift the political emphasis
to policies that promote democratisation, better inter-
ethnic relations, and economic development. It would
also allow Kosovo to benefit more fully from the Euro-
pean integration process, which has in policy terms
been overshadowed by the status issue. The finalisation
of Kosovo’s status, however, will be controversial as
there is little room for compromise or fudge, and what
will be viewed as a just outcome for one side will be
seen as a betrayal by the other. Equally, the trap of Koso-
vo’s unresolved status can only become bigger over
time. 

Dr. Denisa Kostovicova is a Research Fellow at the Centre for
the study of Global Governance, LSE. d.kostovicova@lse.ac.uk
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‘‘LLiivviinngg oonn BBoorrrroowweedd
TTiimmee’’:: MMiinnoorriittiieess aanndd
iinntteerrnnaallllyy ddiissppllaacceedd
ppeerrssoonnss iinn KKoossoovvoo

Maria-Threase Keating

As the province of Kosovo moves towards the com-
mencement of final status talks, an estimated 250,000
internally displaced persons (IDPs) from Kosovo live in
the most appaling of conditions in camps and collection
centres in  Serbia and Montenegro. Several thousand
more IDPs live in camps inside the province’s borders.
One of the greatest challenges now facing the Provi-
sional Institutions of Self Government (PISG) and the

international community in Kosovo is to create an envi-
ronment that is conducive and supportive to their
return home.

Since Spring 2003, UNDP has been co-managing two of
the largest projects in Kosovo supporting organised and
spontaneous minority returns: the Government Assis-
tance to Returns (GAR) project, and the Rapid Response
Returns Facility (RRRF). The GAR project so far has con-
tributed funding of 13 million euros to a total of 47 sub-
projects in four municipalities. It has serviced the needs
of some 12,000 beneficiaries, particularly in terms of
housing reconstruction, socio-economic assistance,
community development, and inter-ethnic dialogue.
The RRRF is a joint initiative of UNDP, the UN Mission in 

Kosovo’s Office for Communities, Returns and Minori-
ties,  the UN High Commission for Refugees, and partic-
ipating municipalities. The RRRF is the only mechanism
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in Kosovo for assisting individual and small group
returns—IDPs who have chosen to return to Kosovo by
themselves within small groups of up to seven families.
The RRRF assists returnees with housing, support for
agricultural activities, and for re-establishing welding,
construction, or other businesses. The project also pro-
vides support to the receiving community (such as
school reconstruction), in order to lessen the burdens
that are sometimes associated with returnees. The RRRF
has to date assisted some 180 families return to 24
municipalities in all regions of Kosovo. Some 28% of
these returnees are ethnic Serbs, 16% Albanians, 16%
Egyptians, 15% Roma, 13% Bosniaks, 2% Gorani, 2%
Turks and 1% Circassins.

These two projects have experienced both the best and
worst case scenarios for IDPs returning to Kosovo during
the past two years. Ongoing low-level inter-ethnic vio-
lence, coupled with frustration at the political stasis and
the flow of Serbian returnees sparked the predominant-
ly Albanian riots that swept through Kosovo during 17-
19 March 2004—in which 19 people died in the violence
and 954 were injured. The riots underscored the difficul-
ties that KFOR has in providing security in the province.
The March 2004 violence dramatically altered the reali-
ties on the ground facing returnees, as well as the
prospects for  protecting the rights of all of Kosovo’s
ethnic communities. GAR responded to these events by
launching ten major humanitarian projects that provid-
ed a lifeline for some 4,000 newly displaced persons.
Although the numbers of returnees in Kosovo dropped
40% in 2004 compared to 2002-2003, the GAR project in
2004 supported the return of Kosovo Serb families to

the Bablak/Babljak and Vitejë/Vidanje villages, which in
turn helped encourage the spontaneous returns of
other Kosovo Serb families.

IDPs, standards, and Kosovo’s final status

The GAR and the RRRF projects fall under standards 3
and 4 of the PISG’s ‘Kosovo Standards Implementation
Plan’ (KSIP), which were published in December 2003.
Prospects for changes in Kosovo’s status as an UN pro-
tectorate hinge on the PISG’s abilities to ensure that
these standards are met. The rapid institutional devel-
opment of Kosovo’s Ministry for Communities and
Returns, which was established in December 2004 by
the PISG, is particularly important in this respect. As of
early October 2005, staff from the new Ministry began to
work with UNDP staff engaged in the 7.4 million euro
Sustainable Partnerships and Assistance to Minority
Returns in Kosovo project (SPARK).

On the basis of his special envoy Ambassador Kai Eide’s
comprehensive review of Kosovo’s progress towards
meeting these standards, the Secretary-General recom-
mended to the Security Council on 7 October 2005 that
status talks should begin.  The future of the province—
and its quarter of a million potential returnees—hangs
delicately in the balance.

Maria-Threase Keating is Programme Manager for Minority
Returns at the UNDP Office in Pristina, Kosovo.
maria-threase.keating@undp.org
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Kosovo Standards Implementation Plan (2003)

Two key standards concerning minorities are:

•freedom of movement for minorities, and 

•sustainable returns and the right of communities
and their members to return to their place of origin. 

The aim is to create a Kosovo in which:

‘public institutions are representative and democratic,
where the rule of law is effective, respected and accessi-
ble to all, where those IDPs who wish to are free and able
to return to Kosovo without hindrance, threat or intimi-
dation, where all individuals regardless of ethnic back-
ground, can travel and work safely and use their lan-
guages anywhere and in any institution of Kosovo, [and]
where the framework for a functioning market economy
is in place . . .’.

KFOR Border Patrol
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RRuussssoopphhoonnee
MMiinnoorriittiieess iinn EEssttoonniiaa
aanndd LLaattvviiaa

James Hughes

Estonia and Latvia have been described as cases of ‘eth-
nic democracy’, where the state has been captured by
the titular ethnic group and then used to promote
‘nationalising’ (see box)  policies and discrimination
against Russophone minorities. The ‘rationality’ of such
policy regimes is often stressed, as exclusivist citizenship
and language policies allow the reproduction of power
by titular ethnic groups through a near-monopoly of
career opportunities in government, public administra-
tion, the professions, and the economy – especially
through privatisation. In Lithuania, where the titular
nationality was an overwhelming majority, a so-called
‘zero-option’ of a civic and inclusive citizenship for all
Soviet citizens resident in the state was implemented. In
contrast, in Estonia and Latvia where the ethnic balance
was much closer, and the perception of threat for the tit-
ular nationalists was much greater, citizenship was
reconstructed along ethno-national lines. 

The Russophones of Estonia and Latvia are one of the
largest minority groups in Europe. Many Russophones
have been denied citizenship and are stateless (Table 1
and Table 2). According to EU data, just prior to the
enlargement of May 2004 over 523,000 (22.4 %) of the
2.34 million population of Latvia were stateless, and in
Estonia the corresponding figure was 172,000 (12.5 %)
of a population of 1.37 million (EU, 2002). While many
Russophones migrated to Estonia and Latvia in the
decade after 1945, in Latvia in particular there is a much
longer settled Russophone population. While the Sovi-
et-era migration was planned and reflected a different
systemic logic, migrants were attracted by the better
than average socio-economic conditions in Estonia and
Latvia, and the cultural proximity to Europe. Significant
numbers of Russophones also originated as pensioners
from the Soviet military.

Sophisticated and extensive policy regimes of discrimi-
nation have been established in both states based on
restrictions under three policy pillars - citizenship, lan-
guage, and participation. These policies are constrained

only by economic dependence on Russophone labour,
and international criticism. Such ethnic privileging and
discrimination must be understood in the context of
two important factors. Firstly, both titular ethnic groups
experienced a half century of Soviet repression and
occupation. Secondly, the influx of large numbers of
Russophone migrants in the first decades of occupation,
partly as an attempt to ‘sovietise’ Estonia and Latvia,
dramatically shifted the ethnic balance. By the time of
independence in 1991, and despite widespread Russo-
phone support for independence, the political mood
among the titular ethnic groups was dominated by
nationalists who were against a Lithuanian-style ‘zero
option’, as such a policy, assuming an ethnification of
politics, would have meant that ethnic Estonian and Lat-
vian elites would have been compelled to share deci-
sion-making on the political, economic and nation-
building aspects of transition with Russophones. In
effect, the policies of discrimination were a kind of col-
lective punishment, as the Russophone minority was
blamed and mistrusted because of Soviet policies.

Some categories of Russophones were forced to out-
migrate in the first half of the 1990s, for example, serv-
ing Soviet military personnel and their families, former
KGB employees, and those classified as politically unde-
sirable. Recent official data for Latvia for the period
1991-5 estimates this migration at over 168,000 (Central
Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 2005). The bulk of the Russo-
phones in both states were compelled to overcome
complex legal, bureaucratic, financial, and linguistic hur-
dles to obtain citizenship. 

These policies have fragmented the Russophones into
three main sub-groups: i. citizens, ii. permanent resi-
dents, and iii. temporary residents. The latter two cate-
gories, de facto, are an imposed condition of stateless-
ness if persons have not been granted the citizenship of
a third country, such as the Russian Federation. One of

What is a  ‘nationalising’ state?

The term ‘nationalising’ state, as coined by Brubaker,
means ‘a state of and for a particular ethnocultural
‘core nation’ whose language, culture, demographic
position, economic welfare, and political hegemony
must be protected and promoted by the state’
(Brubaker, 1996, 105). (emphasis added)
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the resulting ironies of the discrimination was that in the
elections to the European Parliament in June 2004 hun-
dreds of thousands of long-term Russophone residents
were disenfranchised, while recently arrived foreigners
who were EU citizens were allowed to vote.

Non-citizens cannot form political parties, run for politi-
cal office or vote in national elections, vote in local elec-
tions (Latvia), and rights to free movement, employ-
ment and private property are limited. The right to use
minority languages in private and public, in education,
business and the mass media is controlled by law. The
legal framework for discrimination is most developed in
Latvia, where there are more than 33 separate cate-
gories of employment barred for non-citizens, and
numerous restrictions on their rights. Burgeoning state
agencies have been created to manage the citizenship
and cultural policies, for example the Estonian Citizen-
ship and Migration Board and the Latvian Naturalisation
Board, and language inspectorates. There is a tension
within such agencies between the demands of national-
ist political elites for the control of Russophones, and
pressures from international organisations such as the
OSCE and EU (in the latter 1990s), for their inclusion.

Two main explanations are often advanced in discus-
sions of the nationalising policies in Estonia and Latvia:
the continuity thesis and the conditionality thesis. The
continuity thesis stresses the international acceptance
of the restorative character of the states of Estonia and
Latvia. Estonia promulgated a new constitution in 1992,
and restored its 1938 law on citizenship (as amended in
1940), thus restricting citizenship to those citizens, and
their descendants, of the pre-1940 period. In Latvia, the
1922 constitution and 1919 citizenship law (as amended
in 1927), were reinstated more gradually and in an
amended form. The ‘legal’ basis for the ‘restored citizen-
ship’, which effectively limited citizenship to those who
had been citizens of  pre-1940 Latvia and their descen-

dants, came in an ‘extra-constitutional’ act when in
October 1991 the Supreme Council adopted the Resolu-
tion on the Renewal of the Body of Citizens of the
Republic of Latvia and the Main Principles of Naturalisa-
tion. The so-called ‘Citizenship law’, which permitted
Naturalisation, was adopted only in July 1994 and
entered into force in February 1995. 

Thus, a person born in, for example, Toronto to a Latvian
or Estonian parent who had the right to citizenship
under the pre-1940 criteria could claim citizenship,
whereas a person born in Tallinn or Riga who did not
meet the pre-1940 criteria, could not claim citizenship.
Nationalist governments in Estonia and Latvia justified
their refusal to widen citizenship to the Russophone
‘settler colonists’ by their lack of obligation under inter-
national law. However, international recognition of ‘con-
tinuity’ came in late 1991, before the discriminatory poli-
cies were evident, and at a time when the international
community was promoting a ‘group’ rights norm for
minority protection in line with the paradigm devel-
oped by the Paris Charter (1990) and the Badinter Com-
mission (1991-2) for dealing with conflict in the
Yugoslav successor states. International expectations of
inclusive politics in Estonia and Latvia were not met. 

The second approach stresses the role of international
conditionality in forcing Estonia and Latvia to soften the
policies of discrimination. The need for democratic 

states to guarantee human rights and protect the rights
of minority groups was encapsulated in the EU’s condi-
tions for new members established by the June 1993 
Copenhagen Council (the ‘Copenhagen criteria’). Unfor-
tunately, this approach suffers from the absence of an
agreed legal, or indeed conceptual, definition of what
constitutes a national ‘minority’ (see Sasse in this issue).

Who are the ‘Russophones’?
The term ‘Russophone’ is often erroneously used

interchangeably with the term ‘ethnic Russian’. Here
‘Russophone’ denotes all those citizens and resi-
dents (permanent and temporary) in Estonia and

Latvia whose primary language is Russian (including
Russians, Belorussians, Ukrainians, Jews and others).
It does not refer to members of titular ethnic groups

who are bilingual or otherwise fluent in Russian.

Erasing the Soviet past: a formerly bilingual street sign in Riga.
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The EU’s annual reports on accession countries demon-
strated that the political concepts and standards pre-
scribed by the Copenhagen criteria were not easily
benchmarked or readily translatable into recommenda-
tions for ‘implementation’. The reports were also often
inconsistent and contradictory.

Funding is a robust measure of how committed a gov-
ernment is to a given policy. In Estonia and Latvia the
use of public funds to promote integration and lan-
guage training is minimal – currently less than one euro
per Russophone per annum, and the bulk of the funds
are paid by the EU. Moreover, current rates of Naturalisa-
tion, despite the easing of restrictive practices as a result
of OSCE and EU pressure, remain very low. In Estonia,
where laws and procedures for Naturalisation are by far
much easier than in Latvia, at current rates the process
will take two generations (sixty years) to complete. In
Latvia, where modifications to the citizenship law to
remove Naturalisation ‘windows’ (i.e. quotas) were
approved by a narrow margin in a referendum in Octo-
ber 1998, the process will take at least thirty years. 

Since the late 1990s, citizenship restrictions have been
diluted in both countries. Nationalising projects have
therefore focussed more on cultural hegemony, and in
particular on promoting the titular ethnic groups’ lan-
guage as the only ‘official’ languages and controlling the
use of the Russian language (in public and private activ-
ities) and in particular in education. The concept of ‘pub-
lic interest’ was introduced in the Estonian language law
of 1995 (as amended in 1999 and 2000), and in the Law
on the State Language in Latvia, adopted in December
1999. These laws make good knowledge of Estonian and
Latvian compulsory in many public sector posts and
even privilege their use in private activities. In Estonia, it
is legally possible only for municipalities where Russo-
phones account for more than 50 % of the local popula-
tion to make a request to use Russian as a language of
public administrative in parallel to Estonian. This com-
pares very unfavourably with the European standard 20
% population threshold for minority language use in
public administration, a standard that has been institu-
tionalised in many Central European and Balkan states.
The Estonian Law on Basic and Upper Secondary
Schools, as amended in April 2000, will impose after
2007 a national curriculum on all state secondary
schools which will consist of a minimum 60:40 ratio in
favour of the Estonian language. The same ratio was
established by the Latvian Education Law (as amended
in June 1999 and February 2004) for implementation

from September 2004. There is ongoing controversy
over the extent to which these policies (a) infringe the
rights of national minorities, and (b) are viable, even
with transitional periods, given the lack of bilingualism
among Russophones, and inadequate state funding and
infrastructure for language training.

It is generally argued that in the second half of the 1990s
international pressure helped bring Estonia and Latvia
into compliance with international standards on minor-
ity issues. The OSCE Missions (established in both states
by the OSCE in October 1993 with a mandate to ‘pro-
mote stability, dialogue and understanding between
the communities’), and the High Commissioner on
National Minorities (HCNM), Max Van der Stoel, in tan-
dem with EU accession conditionality, did bring about
speedier and easier Naturalisation processes for non-cit-
izens. The HCNM has popularised the view that its ‘quiet
diplomacy’ of ‘behind-the-scenes’ prodding and cajol-
ing was exceptionally successful. Its critics argue that
the HCNM’s role was more akin to short-term ‘firefight-
ing’ that sought to moderate citizenship laws, rather
than addressing more fundamental problems of dis-
crimination per se. Crucially, ‘quiet diplomacy’ by defini-
tion is a non-institutionalised, personalised form of
informing policy making. Once actors have moved on,
there is little institutional trace.

The closure of the OSCE Missions in both states in
December 2001, these countries’ entry into NATO in
April 2004, and their accession to the EU in May 2004
could be interpreted as signals from the West to Estonia
and Latvia that their respective policies towards the Rus-
sophones had passed an international litmus test. Alter-
natively, it could be argued that Western interests in the
accession of both states to EU and NATO trumped con-
cerns about discrimination. The titular nationalist elites
in both states saw the ‘long term’ Missions as degrading
to their democratic respectability on the international
scene. OSCE ‘Guidelines’ for the closure of the missions
issued under the Austrian Chair in October 2000, had
patently not been satisfied in the case of Latvia, specifi-
cally with regard to changes in legal impediments to
Russophone political participation. Consequently, the
Russian Federation complained about double standards
from the OSCE and EU, given the attention that these
institutions paid to securing human rights and institu-
tional arrangements for decentralisation and autonomy
for minority groups in the Former Yugoslavia (in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Kosovo, and Former Yuoslav Republic
of  Macedonia).
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Utility theory and ‘push-pull’ models of migration stress
the relative socio-economic conditions of individuals
and their expectations. A strong economy, where bene-
fits are distributed across all sections of society, even if
unequally, can be expected to make discrimination
more bearable than an economy in decline, where the
minority is likely to suffer disproportionately. Out-migra-
tion also depends on options such as the proximity and
openness of other countries. Reliable data on the ethnic
aspects of the economy is sparse. A recent World Bank
study revealed labour market discrimination against
Russophones in Latvia, and biases in their treatment if
unemployed and non-citizens (Chase, 2000). It is argued
that Russophones accept the costs of discrimination and
remain in Estonia and Latvia because of the benefits of
the stronger economies relative to the Russian Federa-
tion, Belarus and Ukraine. Some argue there is no dis-
crimination at all.  Some go further and even argue that
Russophones are likely to opt for ‘cumulative assimila-
tion’, whereby they will be transformed into ‘Balts’ (sic!)
(Laitin, 1998). This assumes that policies in Estonia and
Latvia are designed to promote integration or assimila-
tion, and that the majority and minority are committed
to cooperate on this strategy. Currently, the evidence for
this assumption is questionable. 

It is difficult to reconcile claims of successful internation-
al conditionality with outcomes that have left some
700,000 persons stateless and without fundamental
political and economic rights because of their ethno-lin-
guistic status. Politically, it is very difficult for the EU and
international organisations such as the OSCE to openly
revisit this issue, as doing so would question their earli-
er judgements. Current Russophone passivity is due to
their alienation and marginalisation from key public pol-
icy-making. Comparative experience of deeply divided
societies suggests that in conditions where one ethnic

group seeks to control another, the oppressed group
may seek justice through violence. Severely discontent-
ed individuals and groups may simply, as Hirschman
argued, ‘exit’ the polity, along a spectrum from with-
drawing from participation to out-migration. The para-
dox of policies towards the Russophone minority in
Estonia and Latvia is that for much of the 1990s, the tit-
ular ethnic groups sought to promote their ‘exit’, with
the result that although policies have now eased in a
more integrationist direction, many Russophones have
been driven into a self-‘exit’. The right to free movement
within the EU, not only for citizens,  but also for residents
and third country nationals, once the transitional provi-
sions end in 2009 may lead to many of the younger Rus-
sophones taking the opportunity to permanently exit,
unless their alienation is addressed by policy changes. 

James Hughes (j.hughes@lse.ac.uk), Editor of this newsletter,
is a Reader in Comparative Politics, specialising in national
and ethnic conflicts, at the London School of Economics and
Political Science. This paper is a synopsis of an article that
will be published in a special issue of the Journal of Common
Market Studies (November 2005) on the theme of ‘Migrants
and Minorities in Europe’.
http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/loi/jcms
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Table 1  
Population of Estonia by Ethnicity and Citizenship, 2000

Nationality
Citizens of

Estonia
Citizens of

Russia

Citizens of
Other

Countries

Undeter-
mined 

Citizenship
Unknown

Total 1095743 86 067 8941 170 349 8952

Estonians 922 204 692 165 4896 2262

Russians 141 907 73 379 1048 133 346 1498

other 29 774 11 581 7560 31 554 267

unknown 1858 415 168 553 4925

%
Estonians 84.2 0.8 1.8 2.9 25.3

Russians 12.9 85.3 11.7 78.3 16.7

other 2.7 13.4 84.6 18.5 3

unknown 0.2 0.5 1.9 0.3 55

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Estonia, 2002
http://www.vm.ee/estonia/kat_399/pea_172/2868.html

Table 2 
Residents of Latvia by Nationality on July 1, 2005

Citizens of
Latvia 

Non-citi-
zens 

Aliens In total 
total as % of
population

Latvians 1 349 539 2 120 1 033 1 352 692 58.9%

Lithuanians 17 655 12 263 1 571 31 489 1.4%

Estonians 1 522 658 349 2 529 0.1%

Belorussians 28 551 56 829 2 024 87 404 3.8%

Russians 346 746 288 207 21 084 656 037 28.6%

Ukrainians 13 812 40 952 3 813 58 577 2.6%

Poles 40 642 14 885 556 56 083 2.4%

Jews 6 418 2 796 360 9 574 0.4%

Others 21 919 14 159 5 599 41 677 1.8%

In total 1 826 804 432 869 36 389 2 296 062 100% 

Source: Board for Citizenship and Migration Affairs, Latvia
http://www.np.gov.lv/index.php?en=fakti_en&saite=residents.htm
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RReessppoonnssee ttoo JJaammeess
HHuugghheess

Nils Muiznieks

Like many analysts of Baltic politics, Professor James
Hughes provides simple conclusions about the complex
realities of minority policies and inter-ethnic relations in
Estonia and Latvia. Professor Hughes’ core thesis is that
Estonia and Latvia have created ‘sophisticated and
extensive regimes of discrimination’ that have left the
Russophone minority ‘as a whole marginalised.’ Profes-
sor Hughes concludes that ‘in the absence of an end to
discrimination and a state commitment to integration,’
Russophones will ‘seek justice through violence, or will
exit by out-migration.’ 

This is very strong stuff, similar to what Russian propa-
ganda has been touting in international fora over the
last 10 years. The implication is that Estonia and Latvia
are apartheid-like regimes that somehow pulled the
wool over the eyes of a naive European Union, NATO,
Council of Europe and OSCE. Inexplicably, these Baltic
‘discrimination regimes’ have managed to avoid serious
legal challenges in the European Court of Human Rights
and the European Court of Justice, whose norms outlaw
discrimination. This might be because Professor Hughes
uses the term ‘discrimination’ not in the standard legal
or social science sense, as illegitimate or unjustified dif-
ferential treatment, but in a polemical sense, to tar and
challenge the basic thrust of Baltic policy he and many
Russians do not like (language requirements for citizen-
ship, one state language, etc.).   

Even the limited data presented by  Professor Hughes
complicates his case. For example, in both Estonia and
Latvia, Russians who are citizens through birth or Natu-
ralisation already outnumber Russians who are stateless.
How did this happen, if the regimes are so exclusive?  In
what way, if any, are the many ethnic Russian citizens of
Estonia or Latvia discriminated against or excluded from
career opportunities? Like many observers,  Professor
Hughes uses the term ‘Russophone’ in a fast and loose
way, subsuming under this rubric all non-Estonians and
non-Latvians, regardless of their native language, self-
identification or knowledge of Estonian or Latvian. This
raises the question: are those ‘Russophones’ with a
knowledge of the Estonian/Latvian language as a sec-
ond language discriminated against in any way in law or
practice? Regardless of what observers may perceive

from the outside, do ‘Russophones’ themselves perceive
massive and systematic discrimination? 

Professor Hughes argues that ‘exclusivist’ citizenship
laws, which created ‘complex legal, bureaucratic, finan-
cial and linguistic hurdles’, are the defining feature of
the ‘discrimination regime’. Anybody familiar with these
issues in the Baltic states can attest to the fact that the
laws were liberalised over time, the bureaucracies
administering the laws have been intensely monitored,
and there have been few, if any complaints of malad-
ministration. Professor Hughes does not explain how
more than 100,000 persons in Latvia—including a Pales-
tinian refugee who arrived in the country in the late
1990s—have negotiated this hurdle. 

Extensive research in Latvia has shown that the primary
obstacles to Naturalisation are not legislative, bureau-
cratic or linguistic, but psychological. Many non-citizens
have little motivation to naturalise because they have
become accustomed to their status, which does not
entail many day-to-day hardships. Many of them
nonetheless feel entitled to automatic citizenship and
cling to the hope that the rules of the game will change.
The accession of Estonia and Latvia, which was accom-
panied by a significant jump in Naturalisation, may have
changed this. Many non-citizens realised that citizen-
ship in an EU member-state has undeniable benefits,
such as freedom of movement and greater employment
opportunities within the EU. While Professor Hughes
sees the rate of Naturalisation as a ‘robust measure of
government commitment to minority integration,’ the
argument that this measure reflects the level of non-cit-
izen commitment to integration is closer to the truth.  

Professor Hughes claims that ‘discriminatory employ-
ment practices’ are the norm in Estonia and Latvia, and
that the titular ethnic group holds a ‘near monopoly of
career opportunities.’ This claim ignores an extensive
body of research to the contrary. For example, Richard
Rose, the dean of survey research for Central and
Eastern Europe and Russia at the University of
Aberdeen, found that throughout the 1990s Russian
speakers as well as ethnic Estonians and Latvians
expected similar treatment in the private and public sec-
tors, ranging from shops, banks and places of work,
through municipal housing offices, the police and social
security offices.  Research commissioned by UNDP and
the Latvian Welfare Ministry in 2000 found no links
between ethnicity and poverty in Latvia, a conclusion
subsequently confirmed in other research.  
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While Professor Hughes admits that ‘citizenship restric-
tions’ were ‘diluted’ over the course of the 1990s, he
argues that the ‘discrimination regimes’ offset this tacti-
cal retreat through focusing on ‘cultural hegemony’, in
particular on language use (in public and private) and
education. Professor Hughes does not mention the
starting point for policy: the Soviet legacy of unequal
bilingualism, whereby most Estonians and Latvians
were bilingual speakers of their native languages and
Russian, while ‘Russophones’ were overwhelmingly
monolingual. The Soviet system also bequeathed a
completely segregated education system which, if not
changed, would have continued to reproduce monolin-
gual Russian-speakers. States can promote knowledge
of national languages without necessarily infringing on
human rights, thereby leaving space for minority lan-
guages and cultures to develop. 

Professor Hughes fails to note that language and educa-
tion laws in Estonia and Latvia were adopted after
intense consultations with the Council of Europe and
OSCE. Legislation in force in both countries severely cir-
cumscribes opportunities for state interference in lan-
guage use in the private sector, limiting state regulation
to areas where there is a ‘legitimate public interest’ in
health, safety and order. The idea of a ‘public interest’ is
not something the Estonians or Latvian ‘introduced’—it
is a basic postulate of international human rights law,
reflected, e.g. in the Oslo recommendations on the lin-
guistic rights of national minorities drafted under the
auspices of the OSCE High Commissioner on National
Minorities. 

Few European countries provide such extensive oppor-
tunities in terms of education in and of minority lan-
guages as Estonia and Latvia. Of course, many ‘Russo-

phones’ are disgruntled by the gradual shift in the status
of Russian from the language of state in the Soviet
Union to a minority language in a small country. Ten-
sions surrounding the management of inflated post-
imperial linguistic and other expectations are inevitable.
But there is a world of difference between the real-world
management of these tensions and the desire for ‘col-
lective punishment’ that Professor Hughes ascribes to
Latvian and Estonian society.  

A more balanced assessment of these issues would note
not only the shortcomings in integration policy and the
special challenges posed by a post-imperial minority,
but also Latvia’s and Estonia’s undeniable achieve-
ments. Policies have been liberalised and institution-
alised, funding has increased, and knowledge of local
languages and Naturalisation rates have jumped. Prob-
lems are of course present: the scale of the integration
challenge faced by Estonia and Latvia is unique, given
the history of Soviet occupation and the enormous
demographic and linguistic changes wrought by mass
deportations and immigration. But integrating minori-
ties, immigrants and refugees is a task faced by all Euro-
pean countries. The first-ever meeting of European min-
isters responsible for immigrant integration in 2004
agreed that ensuring knowledge of national language
to promote equal opportunities and common demo-
cratic values, and to successfully adapt institutions to
better manage diversity, are challenges faced by all
countries. 

Dr. Nils Muiznieks served as Latvia’s first minister for social
integration from November 2002 through December 2004,
and ran the Latvian Centre for Human Rights and Ethnic
Studies from 1994 through 2002. He also worked as national
coordinator for UNDP’s first three national human develop-
ment reports in Latvia during 1995-1997. 

Former OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities, Max
van der Stoel (seen here in Vukovar, Croatia), is often referred to
as the 'Silent Diplomat' for his work to resolve ethnic conflicts.
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UNDP/FES Conference: The Roma of Eastern and
Southeastern Europe - European Challenges, 21-22
November, Brussels, aims to outline current relations
between minority and majority populations in recent
years, with a particular focus on the Roma. Are European
societies becoming more inclusive or more closed? Is
ethnic-based discrimination on the rise? Are issues of
vulnerability and social exclusion properly communicat-
ed? Are their roots properly understood?  The confer-
ence also aims to explore ways to improve donor proj-
ects and mechanisms for reaching adequate impact at
the community level will be some of the important
issues to discuss. A panel will focus on the  “Decade of
Roma Inclusion” initiative. The meeting will also look to
identify what kind of vulnerability data is needed for
policy design, monitoring and impact assessment. Con-
tact: Andrey Ivanov, HD Advisor, Poverty and Economic
Development, andrey.ivanov@undp.org.

The VIth International Roundtable for Ombuds
Institutions will take place in Prague 28-30 November. 
The meeting will give national Ombuds and their staff
from the countries of the former Soviet Union an oppor-
tunity to build their capacity. It will focus on anti-dis-
crimination and the relationship between the Ombuds
Institution and the judiciary. For more information,
please contact Sergei Sirotkin, sergei.sirotkin@undp.org
and Charlotta Rodhe, charlotte.rodhe@undp.org.

The Central Asia Human Development Report will be
launched in five Central Asian countries, as well as
Tokyo, Brussels, Geneva and Moscow on 7 December.
Central Asia is a pivotal region which, for centuries,
served as a bridge between Europe and East Asia, and
between North and South Asia. This report takes a com-
prehensive look at the challenge of cooperation on the
part of the five Central Asian countries.  There are impor-

tant opportunities for breaking down barriers and reap-
ing the benefits of closer regional ties. 
http://hdr.undp.org/reports/

ASEN Annual Conference - Nations and their Pasts :
Representing the Past, Building the Future The Asso-
ciation for the Study of Ethnicity and Nationalism will
hold its annual conference at the London School of Eco-
nomics on March 28-29, 2006. For more information
including the Call For Papers (deadline: November 1)
see: http://www.lse.ac.uk/collections/ASEN/

ASN World Convention 2006 "Nationalism in an Age
of Globalisation" 11th Annual World Convention of the
Association For The Study Of Nationalities (ASN) Colum-
bia University, NY.  23-25 March 2006 100 panels on the
Balkans, the Baltics, Central Europe, Russia, Ukraine,
Belarus, Moldova, the Caucasus, Central Asia, Turkey,
Greece, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Kurdistan, China, and
Mongolia.  For more information see
http://www.nationalities.org/

"Promoting Democratic Values in the Enlarging
Europe: The Changing Role of the Baltic States from
Importers to Exporters" Tartu, Estonia on 5-6 May,
2006.  The conference is organised by EuroCollege at
the University of Tartu. The conference aims to facilitate
the learning of the democratisation process, with a spe-
cific focus on the experiences gained in the Baltic states
and their possible roles as new EU member states in the
CIS countries.  For more information on the conference
including the Call For Papers see http://ec.ut.ee/conf06

FFOORRTTHHCCOOMMIINNGG CCOONNFFEERREENNCCEESS

UNDP Bratislava Regional Centre
Grosslingova 35
Bratislava 81109
Slovakia

Tel: +421 2 59337 111
Fax: +421 2 59337 450
www.undp.org/europeandcis

Forthcoming issues of Development and
Transition will focus on:

h EU enlargement

h Growth and productivity

h Poverty and inequality

The editors welcome contributions. If you wish to sub-
mit an article please follow the guidelines on-line at
www.developmentandtransition.net
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